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This booklet was commissioned as part of the Information Society Initiative (ISI)
Programme for Business – a partnership between industry and Government to 
help British business thrive in the information-based economy.

Programme for Business offers support to encourage business use of information
and communications technologies, funding a nationwide network of local support
centres to help the business user and programmes for innovative applications,
creative ideas and key technologies.

Find out how your business can benefit by:

• calling the ISI Business Infoline on 0345 15 2000

• e-mailing info@isi.gov.uk

• visiting the ISI Programme for Business Web site at http://www.isi.gov.uk
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Introduction
The Information Society is based on the ability to store
information electronically. Its potential is unleashed when
this information is shared – quickly and flexibly. For any
company with more than one computer, it is the computer
network that allows this to happen.

This guide, part of the DTI’s Information Society
Initiative Programme for Business, has been produced
to give you practical advice on how to introduce a
network into your company. It is not intended to
be a comprehensive reference manual nor does it
delve into the extreme technicalities of the subject.
Rather, it is designed to give enough basic
information so any small to medium sized
enterprise can seriously start installing and
exploiting the technology.

Technologies and costs change rapidly. It is
worth bearing in mind that the prices quoted in
this booklet are only indicative at the time it was
published (December 1998) and that it pays to 
shop around.

For an introduction to all the major information
and communication technologies, including
networking, and how they can be used to boost
sales, improve purchasing, smooth production and
generally help your business to become more
profitable, ask for the Programme for Business
guide Doing Business in the Information Society at the
address given at the end of this booklet.

Examples of various products and
companies are given throughout this
booklet. Inclusion does not in any way
imply endorsement or recommendation
by the DTI.

Commercially impartial help and advice
on introducing a network into your business
is available from your Local Support Centre
(further details on page 16).

The source of all statistics quoted in
this booklet is Moving into the Information
Age: International benchmarking study 1998.
Unless otherwise stated, all figures refer
to UK businesses.

YOUR ISI LOCAL SUPPORT CENTRE CAN HELP YOU ESTABLISH WHAT’S BEST FOR YOUR BUSINESS

N E T W O R K I N G

The full series of the Programme for Business
guides How technology can work for you includes:

● the Internet & World Wide Web

● e-mail & fax

● mobile communications

● networking

● video and data conferencing

● EDI

● data storage

All Programme for Business booklets and guides are
available from the ISI Business Infoline on
0345 15 2000.
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What is a network?
A network is nothing more than two or more
computers joined together by cable. Running
network software on each machine lets them
communicate with each other.

Networked computers mean that users can share
peripherals such as a printer or a fax just as if the
printer or fax was connected to a desktop
computer.They can have common access to files,
such as spreadsheets and word-processed
documents, or a company database.Through 
e-mail, users can communicate with each other
electronically.

As in most computer related subjects, there’s a
lot of intimidating jargon in the networking
business. Common terms worth understanding are:

● LAN (short for Local Area Network) –
describes computers linked together in a single
building;

● WAN (short for Wide Area Network) – this is
the next step up, linking computers based at
different sites, perhaps hundreds of miles away;

● Topology – this is simply a term to describe
the way computers are cabled together;

● Protocol – this is the method computers use
to communicate with each other.There are
several different protocols in use.

For a more comprehensive guide to common
terms, see The jargon explained at the back of this
booklet.

RING THE ISI  BUSINESS INFOLINE ON 0345 15 2000 FOR DETAILS OF YOUR CENTRE

N E T W O R K I N G

The benefits of installing a network include:

Operational benefits
People can share information more readily so a
network will allow you to:

● work faster – through rapid distribution of, and
access to, documents;

● work more efficiently – with immediate access
to a shared and up-to-date customer address list
for example;

● communicate better – using electronic e-mail

● explore new ways of doing business – for
example group working;

● gain greater security – by being able to back-up
data files centrally.

Financial benefits

● a network means you don’t have to invest in as
many individual peripherals like printers or
modems for each computer.

The business case

A third of UK business do not have a computer
network. Read on to find out how to set up a
computer network or how to use your existing
computer network more effectively.
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How to get started
To get your company networked, you’ll need as a minimum:
● two or more computers of the same type (PC/Apple)
● network operating software
● cabling to link the computers together
● a network adaptor for each computer you want to connect 

Also, as optional extras to make the most of your
new system, you could consider:

● additional software, such as a database or e-mail
system;

● additional hardware, such as a device to back up
your data and a UPS (uninterruptable power
supply) to prevent data loss or corruption if you
have a power failure.

The encouraging news is that the cost of the
hardware and software can be low (if you only
want a small network, you may already have the
software you need). Starting from scratch, £90 
per machine would be ample to set up a simple
network for five or fewer people. For £150 
per computer, you could install a more
sophisticated system.

Equally, setting up a simple network is well
within the abilities of someone who is handy with
a screwdriver and reasonably confident with
configuring a computer.Alternatively, there are
dozens of companies who can get your network up
and running. (Useful contacts are at the end of 
this guide.)

If you just want to share a printer between two
or more computers, a printer switch box and
cabling can cost as little as £30.

STEP 1 DECIDE WHICH COMPUTERS YOU 
WANT TO LINK

The smallest network requires just two computers.
Beyond that, the sky’s the limit. Modern
networking software can connect hundreds of
computers almost as easily as ten. Large
corporations run networks containing many
thousands of computers.

If you are starting off, it is generally easier if the
computers you want to link are of the same type.
More sophisticated – but more expensive –

network software can easily cope with computers
running different types of operating systems, such as
DOS/Windows, NT, Macintosh, and UNIX.

With a small network you can connect whatever
computers you already have – you don’t need to buy
new computers. Older machines can run on a
network just as successfully as the newest.

If you want to run a network of more than ten
machines, you will ideally have at least one powerful
computer to run the network, known as a file server.
This is because for systems over that size, a computer
needs to run the networking system and to store the
files.This does not necessarily require the most
modern or fastest equipment.The important
requirements are a large and fast hard drive and lots
of computer memory (RAM – Random Access
Memory).You could put an existing machine to use
if you can spare it.

STEP 2 SELECT THE NETWORK SOFTWARE
There are two main types of networking software:
peer-to-peer and file server.

● Peer-to-peer is the simplest to set up and often
the cheapest (indeed in some cases is included in
a computer’s operating system).

● File server is more powerful, but more
complicated to manage and requires a dedicated
computer (the file server) to run the network
operating system.

In deciding which option to go for, it is important
to consider not just what you need now, but what
the long term needs of the company are likely to be.
If you have good reason to believe the company will
expand then you could be wasting time and money
installing a peer-to-peer network that could be
outgrown within a few months. (However, you
might be able to use the same cabling and hardware
if you choose to upgrade.)
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Coynet, a small Scottish company, has saved
themselves considerable time and money by
connecting their computers in a ‘peer to peer’
network. They now share all kinds of information –
word documents, spreadsheets, databases – and have
become more productive as a result. And they also
share cashflow analysis so that management can get an
instant snapshot of the company’s financial situation.

Peer-to-peer
Peer-to-peer provides a cheap and effective
solution if you simply want to link a small number
of computers and share files and resources between
them.Though you can in theory link 10 or more
computers together, in practice four to five
computers is a realistic maximum. Over this level, a
peer-to-peer network can become rather unwieldy,
slow and difficult to manage.

Depending on how you choose to configure the
network, any computer can access the files and the
peripherals attached to any other computer on the
network. So, for example, the Sales Director could
use the printer attached to a colleague’s computer
in Accounts. Equally, if the Accounts Clerk were
given access, they could read and edit the data

stored on the hard-disk of the Sales Director’s
machine.

Some peer-to-peer software includes other
facilities such as basic e-mail and scheduling
facilities as standard, allowing users to send each
other messages and access each other’s
diaries.Examples of peer-to-peer networking
software for PCs include:Windows for
Workgroups;Windows 95; and Windows NT.

AppleTalk is included as standard with all
Macintosh PCs.

But peer-to-peer does have a number of
limitations that you should consider.

● Each computer’s resources can only be accessed
if it is switched on.

● Files stored on several different computers can
be awkward to manage and back-up.

● Only simple forms of security can be
introduced, to protect data from unauthorised
access.

● A computer attached to a common resource,
such as a printer, can become very slow when
others use it.

● As more computers are added to the network,
the speed at which data is transmitted across it
can fall.

● It is more complicated to back-up files as each
machine on the network has to be done
separately.

● The network becomes less reliable the bigger 
it gets.

Even so, if your demands are not particularly
great or if you want to test the networking water,
peer-to-peer is well worth considering.

File server network
This is a more sophisticated and a more complex
type of network.At its heart is a central computer,
known as the file server.This is a dedicated
machine, which runs the networking operating
system that services all the other computers in the
network – described as clients.

All the working files of the company are stored
centrally on the server – and if desired, software
can be run from the server (though you will
usually need a licence for each user and it can be
slower). Peripherals, such as printers, are also
accessible through the network – either connected
to the server, to a separate computer on the
network, or directly to the network itself. If 
more than one person is trying to use a printer,
the server will organise waiting documents into 
a queue.

Examples of file server network software
include: Novell Netware; Microsoft NT Server;
Appleshare; Banyan Vines; and IBM LAN Manager.
Each offers the potential to link different types of
computer running different operating systems (e.g.
Apple, DOS,Windows, UNIX).

On a peer-to-peer network, each user can access files or
peripherals on other users’ computers.
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The network features include:

● centrally-stored files, making it easier to back
up data (but also absolutely vital! See centralised
back-up and archiving on page 9);

● passwords stored on the server, allowing more
sophisticated security systems and access rights
to be implemented;

● a dedicated machine, enabling the whole
network to run more rapidly;

● the ability to link different types of computers
on the same network.

Intranet
An intranet describes a kind of file server network,
which uses the technologies of the Internet and
the World Wide Web to make facilities like file
sharing and e-mail more user-friendly –
particularly in offices using different types of
computer (e.g.Apple, PC, Unix). But because an
intranet does not provide services like centralised
printing, most intranets are run alongside
established networks. In fact, now much network
software includes facilities to let you set up an
intranet. Dedicated intranet programmes are
produced by Netscape (Suitespot), Microsoft (Info-
server,Webserver and Proxy Server) and Novell.

Select the hardware
For a small file server network, you may get away
with using a standard desktop computer for your
server, albeit with plenty of memory to spare (e.g.
64 Mb of RAM), but as the network expands it
may be worth considering something purpose-built
for the job. Most of the main computer

manufacturers supply computers specially
configured for use as a file server (though there can
be a vast difference in the specification each
recommends – and hence costs). Prices can vary
from £1,200.

STEP 3 CHOOSE YOUR CABLING 
The usual way to connect computers on a network
(peer-to-peer or file server) is cable.There are
several different options available, involving a
number of layouts (e.g. star or bus), cables (from
coaxial to fibre optic) and adapters. Each system
offers different attributes in terms of speed, cost
and ease of use.

Fortunately, for the average small to medium
sized enterprise, the most common choice of
cabling will be Thin Ethernet and Twisted Pair laid
out in standard ways, though there are other
options.

FILE SERVER

On a file server network, users store files on a central computer
called a file server.

Top: Thin Ethernet and BNC connector 

Below: Twisted Pair and connector
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Deciding which kind of network to use

Peer-to-peer

Relatively easy to install and manage. An enthusiastic
amateur could probably master the basics, without
specialist training.

Cheap

A dedicated computer is not needed to run the
network. Some PC operating systems (e.g. Win 95 and
System 7) come with the built-in ability to establish
networks.

Limited size (up to 10 computers) but performance
degrading over about 5 machines

Relatively slow

Limited security

Hard to manage files and back-up

File server

More complicated systems require greater knowledge.
Specialist help with installation and to maintain the
network is recommended.

More expensive

A dedicated machine is needed to act as file server, with
lots of storage space and memory. 

Unlimited size

Faster, more sophisticated

Complex security systems can be introduced

Central management of all files

Thin Ethernet (also called 10 base 2) 
This uses the coaxial cable similar to that used to
connect a TV to an aerial.The cable is attached to
the computer using a connector (called a BNC) and
all the computers in the network are then daisy-
chained together.The maximum length of any chain
is 185 metres (before a device is needed to boost the
signal – called a repeater).

While thin Ethernet is cheap, it has two distinct
weaknesses:

● if there is a break anywhere in the chain, then
the whole network grinds to a halt;

● it has a maximum speed of 10 Mb per second.
While generally sufficient for most network use
at the moment, it will not be well equipped to
handle the larger files anticipated in future
applications (for example video).

Twisted Pair (also called 10-base T/
100-base T or UTP)
This has become the most popular office cabling
system and uses similar cables to a phone system.
Connectors are just like ordinary phone jacks.
Though machines can be daisy-chained together (in
a peer-to-peer network), the standard approach is to
lay the cabling out in the shape of a star (star
topology), so that each computer is linked
individually to the file server.All the cables are
brought together into a box called a hub, which in
turn is connected to the file server.

This layout has the advantage that if one link
fails, all the other machines on the network can
continue operating.The disadvantage is that much
greater length of cabling is required, so the costs are
higher (see Cost Check on page 12).

The cabling has an additional advantage – speed.
Like Thin Ethernet, the first version of Twisted Pair
could transfer data at a 10 Mb per second (hence its
other name, 10-baseT). But the latest version of
Twisted Pair cabling can transfer data ten times
faster (hence its other name 100-base T).You might
not need the ability to use these faster speeds but if
you’re buying Twisted Pair cabling today, then
ensure that you buy the latest version (known as
Category 5) – it will protect you from the cost of
re-cabling in the future.

Choosing your network cabling

A typical hub. For networks using a star topology, a hub will be needed to
link the cables to the file server. A four port hub starts at around £50, a
sixteen port hub at around £170.
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Thin Ethernet (10 base 2) Twisted Pair (10-base T, 100-base T or UTP)

Cheapest to install More expensive
● greater lengths of cable are required
● a central hub is needed to link cables into the server

185 metre maximum length of any ‘daisy chain’ 100 metre maximum length of cable between workstation 
and hub

A break in the chain brings the network to a halt If one link fails, other machines can continue working

Other systems

Other Systems
In special situations, wireless networks are used.
Here each computer contains a radio interface card
and an antenna that sends a signal to the nearest
base station, usually mounted on the ceiling.This
technology is still very new, but it is beginning to
take off in some niche areas such as listed buildings
which cannot be cabled, or on short-term projects
that do not justify installing permanent wiring. For
most applications it is still prohibitively expensive,
and can cost around £1,000 per computer. It as yet
does not offer a mainstream alternative to cabled
networking.

Other cabling options such as Token Ring,
ArcNet and ATM are primarily designed for
organisations with many different locations.

Who installs the cabling?
If you simply want to join two or three computers
in a small office together into a peer-to-peer
network, then you can probably do the job
yourself. Most software and adapters will come
with basic instruction manuals.

For anything larger then it pays to employ a
professional cabling contractor who can run the

Star topology Bus-to-bus topology

cabling through wall-mounted trunking. If you’re
using a computer dealer to install your network,
they will either do the job for you or recommend
someone. It pays to get comparative quotes.

Since the trunking can also hold phone wires,
some companies choose to have their network and
phone systems installed at the same time.

STEP 4 INSTALL THE NETWORK
ADAPTOR
The device that connects each individual computer
to the network cabling is called a network adaptor.

The most common type of adaptor is a network
card, which is inserted inside the computer into an
expansion slot (this is a socket into which
connections for peripherals can be plugged).There
are dozens of manufacturers of network cards, and
each performs the same process.You will need to
choose a card to match the type of cabling you’re
using. Many cards are designed to handle more
than one system (for example both Twisted Pair
and Thin Ethernet) these are called combi-cards.

Cards start at around £15, but brand-name or
faster cards for use in a file server for example can
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cost four times this much. Since the price of UTP
cards that can run both 10-base T and 100-base T
have fallen very close to those which run at 10-base
T only. It is well worth installing the more advanced
cards that can handle both 10-base T and 100-base T
to future proof your investment.

Apple’s range of Power PCs have UTP capability
built in, so there is no need to install cards and their
latest models can run 100-base T.

It’s a relatively easy job to put a card in a
computer, so many companies do it themselves. If
you have a problem with this ask for help from
someone like a friend or colleague who knows
about computers.They should also be able to help
configure the card so it doesn’t conflict with other
devices in your computer although this can be
slightly more difficult. In the past, this involved
changing switches on the card itself. Most of the
latest cards can be configured simply through
running automatic installation software.

In some cases, it is impractical to use a network
card.These include:

● computers which don’t have any expansion slots
free. Here you can use an external adaptor which
easily attaches to your printer port;

● portable computers (notebooks) which lack the
room to cope with a full sized network card.
Here the solution is either an external adaptor or
something called a PC Card (formerly PCMCIA
adaptor) Many modern portable computers have
room to take PC Cards. Here, you get a network
interface the size of a thin matchbox that you
can easily slip into the computer.

STEP 5 INSTALL A HUB
If your network uses star topology, then you will
need a hub.This is a small box which connects all
the cables from each client computer to the 
file server.

There are various types of hub, each with
different costs/capabilities.

● 10 Mb and 100 Mb hubs are just as they sound –
each can only connect to computers whose
network cards are able to run at the same speed.
A 100 Mb hub, for example, will connect only
other computers that have 100-base T adapters. It
will not connect to a computer with a 10 base T
adaptor.

More useful, but more costly is:

● 10x100 switchable hub.This can automatically
sense the speed at which each client is sending
data and adjust itself accordingly.

It is more suitable for:

● a network containing computers with a mixture
of network adapters (10-base T and 100 base T)

● a situation where all machines have 10-base T
cards, but a steady upgrade to faster transfer
speeds is planned.

STEP 6 ESSENTIAL PEACE OF MIND
With a file server network, a company’s whole data
is stored in one place.The commercial
consequences could be disastrous if the file server
fails, is infected by a virus, is stolen or damaged. For
all networks you should invest in:

● Back-ups
It is essential to protect yourself, by regularly
making a copy of all your critical data (called a
back-up) and storing it somewhere safe – off-site
or in a fire-proof safe for example.Tape formats
such as DAT (Digital Audio Tape) are good for
making daily copies at your work. For archiving,
CD-ROM is an increasingly popular choice.The
correct decision will be based on how much data
you need to back up. Peer-to-Peer networks are
more difficult to back up than those where all the
data is stored in one place on the file server. Costs
start from £250 for a DAT recorder. For detailed
information, on back-up strategies & technologies,
ask for the Programme for Business guide, How
data storage can work for you.

● Virus Protection
Many users sharing files and data makes it easier for
computer viruses to spread.Viruses are programmes
designed to self-replicate, by infecting other files or
discs.Though most are at most extremely irritating,
a few are malicious and are designed to destroy the
victim’s data. One of the most common and
generally harmless type of virus is  the macro-virus,
that hides itself within word-processing documents
(in particular Microsoft Word).

Common ways to become infected include
opening an e-mail attachment or a file on floppy-
disk or running a programme downloaded from
the Intranet.

You should make sure every computer on your
network is protected.Anti-virus programmes such
as Cheyenne Inoculan, Norton AntiVirus and
McAfee VirusScan will detect and eradicate almost
any virus. Costs start at around £230 for the
software to protect the file server and range from
£70 -£25 per workstation (depending on the
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numbers of copies purchased). Because new viruses
appear regularly, these costs generally allow for
quarterly updates over a year.

● Firewall
If your network is connected to the Internet, (see
Links to the outside world opposite), then it represents
a potential security risk.A firewall describes a
combination of hardware and/or software that sits
between you and the outside world to prevent
intruders or hackers from getting in.All the main
network programmes offer basic firewall facilities –
but you should get expert advice when your
communications system is installed, from your ISP,
network installer or system provider for example.
For file server networks you should seriously
consider:

● UPS
A UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) device is
an electronic box that protects against power surges
and allows the server to run for a short while in
the case of a power cut, giving time for files to be
saved safely.A UPS device for a server should cost
around £300.

● RAID technology
Though regular back-ups are sufficient protection
for most users, for certain mission-critical work
even this is not enough. If the hard-drive on the
file server fails for example, you can still lose any
work you’ve done or changed since the last back-
up was made.You can also lose considerable time
setting up a new file server. RAID (short for
redundant array of inexpensive disks) describes a
process where the file server contains two or more
hard-drives and spreads the data across each of
them.This means, if one drive fails, the data can be
restored quickly and automatically from the other.
RAID systems are not cheap, starting at around
£1,000 over the cost of the file server for the
additional drive(s) and the mechanism that controls
them. However, they do offer even greater peace 
of mind.

● Data Protection
A concern with any network is the need to protect
sensitive information from unauthorised access.All
network software offers a degree of protection
using passwords to identify users.The more
sophisticated programmes offer much greater
security, allowing individuals and groups to be
given or denied access to specified files or
directories.

STEP 7 OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Once your network is in place, you can now exploit a
range of software and hardware options to take advantage
of their operational benefits.

● E-mail
If it isn’t already part of your network software, or you
want more sophisticated options, numerous suppliers
provide special e-mail software, often with a range of
other group facilities such as scheduling and diaries.
These include Lotus cc:Mail, Microsoft Mail and
shareware (try-before you-buy) programmes like
Pegasus and Eudora. Diary programmes include
Microsoft Schedule and Novell Groupwise. For
Macintoshes, Eudora and Claris E-mailer are popular
choices.

● A centralised database
Most popular database programmes now let network
users access and change data simultaneously.A simple
database solution can be obtained if you use the
database package straight from the box, but if you
really want to exploit a database’s full potential then
specialist programming is generally required.
Common database packages include: Claris Filemaker
Pro; Microsoft Access; Borland’s Paradox; Lotus’
Approach. It is more cost-effective to buy this in than
to learn to do it yourself.

● Specialist Databases
Unlike general databases which have to be
programmed to a user’s requirements, there are lots of
networkable programmes offering database solutions
tailored to specific business needs.These range from
contact and sales management programmes like Act
and Tracker, helping you keep in touch with your
customers and record every contact, to accountancy
programmes like Sage and Pegasus.

● Groupware
Some software is designed to group many individual
elements into a single programme that offers e-mail,
group scheduling and document storage. Lotus Notes
and Novell Groupwise are good examples 
of these.

● Fax Connections
One or more fax/modems can be shared across the
network by using the appropriate software. Often this
software is included with the network programme
(e.g Microsoft or Netware or can be obtained
separately Cheyenne Fax Serve, Fax Now). Further
information is available in the Programme for
Business guide, How e-mail & fax can work for you
available from the ISI Business Infoline on 
0345 15 2000.
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Links to the outside world
So far, we’ve talked about linking computers within
a single office or building.With the right software
and hardware, such as a modem, it is a relatively
easy step to use a standard phone system to
connect your network further afield – to other
parts of your company in a different part of town
or the UK.This would let you send e-mails to each
other or share the same centrally-held files and
databases.

Increasingly companies want to connect their
network to the Internet so they can access the
World Wide Web and use e-mail worldwide.
Connecting a network to the Internet is slightly
more complex than connecting a single machine
because you have to allow for the needs of more
than one user. Of the various ways to link to the
Internet, the most common for a small business is
to connect through an Internet Service Provider
(ISP) with either a Dial-Up Access account or a
Routed Access account.

● Dial-up Access
This is cheapest option for a small network but
not necessarily the simplest or most reliable.A
modem or ISDN terminal is attached to one of
the computers on the network (generally the
file server) which acts as a gateway to the
Internet.This computer must either:

a) run a special programme to manage the dial-
up connection (called a proxy server);

b) be connected to an additional device called a
router to handle this process automatically.

Dial-up access software is often packaged with
network software specifically tailored for the
small business (e.g. Novell Small Business
Edition, Microsoft Back Office Small Business
Server) or available separately (Wingate,
Rideway).Though this approach works, it can
be slow, hard to administer, and unreliable for
any kind of sophisticated e-mail (for example
messages with attached files).A more effective
but more expensive solution is Routed Access.

● Routed Access
Rather than sending all mail and Internet
requests though a gateway, a routed connection
delivers services directly to each individual
computer. It is as though they are directly
connected to the Internet. For this, you will
require a router, a box which connects your
network to the phone line, plus a routed access
account with your ISP.This is the solution
generally recommended by ISPs for business -

but it can cost significantly more than a single
user account.Though basic routers can be
found for £200 upwards, those supplied and
supported by ISPs tend to be much more
expensive (£800 for example). ISPs typically
charge from £100 per month for a small
business account, plus an initial set-up charge
(e.g. £500).

You should also be careful to prevent unauthorised
access to your network from outside. Special
software is available to create a ‘fire-wall’ between
you and the outside world.

The Intranet
An intranet is a special kind of network that uses
the software developed for the Internet to meet a
company’s internal requirements – for example files
and message sharing. Similar in many ways to
Groupware, intranets are being increasingly used as
a cheaper and sometimes more user-friendly
alternative – especially for shared databases,
publications, and discussion areas. Information is
published in just the same way as on the Internet –
as Web pages for example, which staff can access
using a standard Web browser.

The type of information typically placed on an
intranet can range from company manuals, phone
books and memos to training packs and the staff
newspaper.This can generate significant savings in
print, paper and distribution and allow rapid
changes and updates. It can be a particularly
attractive option if you are going to have to bring
together various types of computer hardware into
the network. For instance if the accounts
department uses Windows-based PCs and the
design team uses Apple Macs, an intranet offers one
of the cheapest software options of linking these
different systems together.

The fact that it uses Internet technology does
not mean an intranet is open to people outside the
company. It still runs on the same principles of a
secure, internal network. However a possible
disadvantage is that an intranet can be more complex
to install and administrate. Nor does it provide
services like centralised printing, so most intranets are
installed as an addition to a traditional network rather
than an alternative.

Extranet
This describes an intranet set up in such a way that
selected users outside the company such as
customers, suppliers and partners can also access it for
information on products, services, pricing and
inventory.

Do you have the technology to access a customer or supplier extranet? – a third of all
Japanese companies now have an extranet/intranet.
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While an extranet offers considerable business
potential, it does raise important issues of security
and privacy.

The business potential of an intranet does not
even have to stop inside the company’s walls.An
extranet describes the process where an Intranet is
extended outside a company, so that its business
partners, customers and suppliers are also linked in.

Extranets tend to be the preserve of big
companies. But, if as a small business you are one of
their suppliers it may be essential for you to be able
to access extranets. Often extranets contain essential
information like product pricing, inventories,
schedules and design specifications.

Different legal firms, for example working
together on a case might use an extranet to publish
a library of case-related documents so all parties have

YOUR ISI LOCAL SUPPORT CENTRE CAN HELP YOU ESTABLISH WHAT’S BEST FOR YOUR BUSINESS

access to the latest information, create an on-line
conference room to share thoughts, plans and advice
and display billing information for their clients to
check.A motor component supplier might publish
its internal stock database on an extranet so
customers have up-to-the minute information on
deliveries.

In principle, setting up an extranet is not much
more complicated than an intranet. However, there
are important issues of security and privacy that need
to be resolved – especially if it is your own network
that is opened up.You should not only take the
advice of an IT expert but also a lawyer to help draw
up an acceptable access policy for all the partners.

For further information on using an extranet for
electronic commerce ask for the Programme for
Business Guide: How EDI can work for you.

N E T W O R K I N G

COST CHECK
Here’s a guide showing the typical costs to set up a simple network.

Network software
Peer-to-peer Often included ‘free’ within the computer’s operating system (e.g. Appletalk for

Apples/Windows 95 for PCs.) If not included allow from £45 per user.

File server From about £500 for a five user licence.

Intranet Often included free within traditional file server software. For sophisticated
implementations from about £50 per user.

Network hardware
File server From £1,500 for a suitably specified server.

UPS £300

DAT tape drive £250 (sometimes included within the price of the server)

Network cabling
As a rule of thumb, £75-£120 for each computer on a twisted pair network, including trunking, and from £15 for each
computer on a thin Ethernet network with trunking. Again it pays to get comparative quotes.

Network adaptors
From about £25 each by mail order for basic models. From £40 for 100 base T. More expensive for faster or more
complex cards. Some Apple computers already have an adaptor built-in.

Network hub (to connect a star system to the file server)
Prices start at about £50 for a basic four user hub and £150 for a sixteen user. More sophisticated options offering
greater data integrity or control cost proportionately more.

COST CHECK
DAT drive £250

Anti-virus software £70-25 per user plus £230 for the server (if needed)

Back-up software £250+ 

UPS £300

RAID system From £1,000+ to cover RAID controller and additional hard drive(s)
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NETWORK SOFTWARE

e-mail Free or £25+

database From £40 to £200 per user, depending on sophistication

sales contacts software From £90 per user

accounts software From £100 per user

groupware From £40 per user

fax software From £50 or less depending on users

LINKS TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD
Proxy server software From about £30 per user

Router From £200 - £1,000+

Intranet/Extranet Software ‘Free’ (if part of business network software) otherwise from £250 

Installation charges
There are also the labour costs of installing the
network, and here the question is: do it yourself or
ask a specialist?

With a small peer-to-peer network, you may get
away with buying your equipment from a computer
retailer, reading the instructions, plugging in and
switching on.With client/server, you will almost
certainly need to enlist the help of a computer
expert: a dealer, who will be more than happy to
help but may not be totally impartial.A rough cost

for installation is £50 per machine.
All of the components required to get you going

can be bought from mail-order suppliers who
advertise in computer magazines on display in every
newsagent. Specialist computer retailers will also sell
networking equipment.

To find a dealer or consultant near you, the phone
directory is a useful starting point, or you could ask
one of the network software suppliers for a list of
their approved dealers, or contact the organisations in
the section Where to get further information and advice.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
Choosing the software
Do you have less than 10 computers? ■
Are they running the same operating system? ■
Is the highest speed of performance and security ■
not essential?

Are you unlikely to expand your network in the near future? Yes: Choose a peer-to-peer network

No: Choose a client/server software

Choosing the hardware

Computers
Are you planning to run file server software? Yes: Check that the computer you intend to use as the file

server has lots of free disc space and memory (at least
1 Gb (gigabyte) and 64 Mb of RAM). If not, consider
upgrading it or buying a computer specially for it.

Cabling
Is cost the overriding factor? Yes: Choose Thin Ethernet

No: Consider Twisted Pair
Are you planning a star technology? Yes: Buy a hub for as many computers you wish to 

connect

Network adapters
Does the computer have an adaptor already built-in? If no, then...
Do all your computers have a free expansion port? Yes: Buy an internal network card

No: Buy external cards for computers that need them

RING THE ISI  BUSINESS INFOLINE ON 0345 15 2000 FOR DETAILS OF YOUR CENTRE
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N E T W O R K I N G

Maintaining and upgrading
your network
Having installed your network and got everything running
smoothly, it doesn’t stop there.

Training
You will also need to train staff, especially the network
administrator, in how to use the network, from sharing
files to using new software. If the system is set up
properly, most of this is basic common sense. Investing
in an external multimedia training course could be
useful to ensure your newly acquired technology will
be put to proper use.

Universal access
However a goal for anyone developing networking
technology is to make sure that anyone – not just those
with an IT degree or advanced typing skills – can use
the technology as easily and effectively as possible.The
business benefits of universal access make particular
sense.A computer network can appear complex and
confusing to operate but a lot of work is underway to
hide the complexity behind a simple, user-friendly
interface. For example on some systems, accessing a
network connection to the Internet can be as simple as
accessing a floppy disk.

You will almost certainly need to appoint a member of
staff to act as the network administrator.The network
administrator will be responsible for seeing the system
is properly maintained, carrying out house-keeping
duties (like setting up access for new users) and
backing up data each night.They can also act as the
liaison with any external IT consultants or technical
support. Clearly it helps if the person has a natural
interest in, and affinity for, new technology.

The amount of time required will depend on the
size and sophistication of the network. For a five-user
network, four hours a week might be a realistic
allowance. Large networks have full-time administrators
dedicated to their smooth running. For complex
networks it is also worth ensuring that your network
supplier provides emergency support and after-sales
services to keep everything working properly.
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Back up
The essential job of saving and storing important data on a tape
or source outside a network.

Bus
A signal route to which several items of a computer system (like
memory, processor, hard drive, controller etc) may be connected
in parallel so that signals can be passed between them.A bus is
also known as a trunk.

Cabling
Used to link computers together.

CD-ROM
Standard for storing computer data files on CD.

Client/Server
This is another name for a file server network operating system.
The server is the computer that supplies services to other
computers, known as clients.

Configuration
The way in which a computer or piece of software is
connected up to operate in a particular way.

Dial-Up Access
A method of connecting a network to the Internet using a
single, dedicated computer.This is the cheapest but less reliable
than Routed Access.

E-mail
Electronic mail.The transfer of messages between computers.

Expansion Port
A slot within a computer to which peripherals can be plugged.

Ethernet
A popular standard for linking computers on a network.

Fax/modem
A card which is inserted into a computer can then send and
receive faxed messages without the need for printing them on
to paper.

File server
Also known as a server, this is a computer that supplies services
to other computers on a file server network.

Hard disk
Situated inside the computer, it stores permanent data.

Hub
The device on a star-topology network that connects all the
computers to the file server.

Intranet
A private network which makes use of Internet ‘browsing’
technology to create a cheap and user-friendly alternative to
other types of networks.

ISDN
The Integrated Services Digital Network is a digital phone line
that allows much more data to be transferred in much shorter
times than a normal analogue telephone line.

The jargon explained
LAN
Local Area Network describes a network within a set space –
such as an office building.

Modem
Modulator/demodulator.A device that enables computer signals
to travel over phone lines.

Network
Two or more computers linked together.

Network card
A wafer-shaped piece of hardware which enables a computer to
be linked up to other machines in the network.

Operating System
The software that enables the computer to operate.

PC
Personal computer.

Peer-to-peer
One of the simplest network arrangements, involving linking a
series of computers together without the use of a server.

Peripheral
A peripheral refers to anything that is not part of the main
computer unit, such as the keyboard, monitor or printer.

Protocol
Refers to the set of rules which govern the format, sequence and
control of computer messages being sent around the network.

RAID
The use of two or more hard-drives in the file server to offer
increased protection against equipment failure.

RAM
Random Access Memory.The main memory of a computer.

Routed Access
A method of connecting each computer on a network directly
to the Internet.

Twisted pair
A popular standard for linking computers or a network.

Topology
Describes the different layouts that computers can be cabled
together.

Trunk
See Bus.

UPS
Uninterruptable Power Supply.A system which allows
computers to continue to run for a limited period of time
during a power failure permitting data to be powered down
safely.

WAN
Wide Area Networks.A number of LANs linked together to
form a communications network.

Wireless network
Networks without connecting cables, that rely on radio waves
for transmission of data.
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Useful starting points
If you are encouraged to use e-mail and fax in your
company, your first point of call should be your Local
Support Centre.

Local Support Centres are being set up all around
the UK in partnership with the Business Links in
England and the equivalent organisations in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.

You can try out, at first hand, technologies like 
e-mail and the Internet.The emphasis is on helping
you make immediate and effective use of technology
with guidance tailored to your individual business
demands.

Ring the ISI Business Infoline on 0345 15 2000 to find
out where your Local Support Centre is.

The kind of services your Centre can offer include:
● advice – expert help that’s always commercially

impartial;
● consultancy and IT audits – diagnostic services

to advise you on the most efficient and cost-
effective use of information and communication
technology;

● training – courses to meet your key technology-
related needs;

● hands-on access to equipment – the
opportunity for you to use, experiment with or
rent videoconferencing, e-mail and other facilities;

● neutral forums – talk with people in a similar
business position and share best practice;

● Internet and World Wide Web services –
helping you prepare Web pages to market your
products and services globally.

Networking
Network operating system suppliers
One of the best ways to find out about the various
suppliers of network hardware, software and accessories
(and their comparative costs) is to browse one of the
many computer magazines, commonly available at
newsagents.These will also provide useful advice and
reviews on the latest technology. Network software
suppliers include:
Apple 0800 680 000
IBM 01705 492 949
Microsoft 0345 0020000
Novell 01344 724000

The Information Society Initiative (ISI)
Programme for Business

The DTI’s Information Society Initiative (ISI)
Programme for Business is a partnership between
industry and government aimed at encouraging British
business to exploit the tremendous opportunities of the 
Information Age.

● Take advantage of our national network of ISI Local
Support Centres.

● Discover how local businesses are already using technology
like the Internet to improve their efficiency, their
competitiveness and their profits in the worldwide
marketplace.

Call the ISI Business Infoline on 0345 15 2000
E-mail us on info@isi.gov.uk
Visit our Web site at http://www.isi.gov.uk

A range of literature is available from the ISI Business
Infoline that can give you further information about how
to utilise technology in your business.

Doing Business in the Information Society 
Introduces the major information and communication
technologies, and gives practical advice on how they can
be used to boost sales, improve production and generally
help your business to become more profitable.

How technology can work for you
If you have found this guide useful, you may be
interested in other titles in the series which give practical
advice on how to apply new technology to business.The
full series includes:
● the Internet and the World Wide Web
● e-mail & fax
● mobile communications
● networking
● video and data conferencing
● EDI
● data storage

Maximise the Potential
This self-assessment quiz will help you establish how to
get the greatest return from the technology in your
business. Completing it with your Local Support Centre
will help your thinking and get you from where you are
now to where you want to be.

YOUR ISI LOCAL SUPPORT CENTRE CAN HELP YOU ESTABLISH WHAT’S BEST FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Where to get further
information and advice
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